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About This Game

Crawlers and Brawlers is a RPG descended from the 8bit classics. It has you choose between three different classes to become
an adventurer and go on a fantastic journey through many epic procedurally generated dungeons. Collect powerful loot on your
way to develop your character with nothing to stand in your way of being exactly what you were meant to be, AWESOME. Join

your friends in local or online co-op crawls through the dungeons then brawl online on 12 different multiplayer maps after
you're so powerful no dungeon can contain you.

Three different classes; warrior, mage and cleric.

Collect loot to make your character more powerful.

Hundreds of procedurally generated dungeons.

An engaging single player campaign.

Online multiplayer with up to 16 players on 12 multiplayer maps.

Two, three, and four player local split-screen co-op.
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Explore hundreds of procedurally generated levels in 11 unique dungeons.
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Collect loot from your enemies corpses to become more powerful.
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Play online co-op or brawl with up to 16 players on 12 different multiplayer maps.
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Title: Crawlers and Brawlers
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
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Ugly Beard Games, LLC
Publisher:
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I had played the board game once with some friends, and really enjoyed it. Unfortunately, no one I am around regularly was
interested in playing, so I waited, like Connor McCloud, until the time of the Gathering, when versions were finally created for
the PC and the iPAD. I've only played for an hour, but the AI seems to be tuned for the varying levels, and is fairly nimble. I
may have missed this feature, but a readily available "ghost laser" you could turn off and on while you learn would accelerate
becoming accustomed to the pieces and their angle of reflection. I am really pleased with this game. I feel like I am getting the
gameboard experience I wanted, and with online multiplayer, I now have people to play it with.
Thanks Devs!. OMG. Memories. One of the first games I ever played was Boulder Dash on my older brothers C64. Later we
played together on the much improved Amiga version of the game. Many years ago I found the PC clone Diamond Caves, but
lost it again. Today I found it here on Steam and right now my own kids are playing around with the game and designing levels
for each other. This is a new version with many new features but it still very true to the original. Well designed, and well
implemented.. This game is AMAZING with its non-pixilated 2D air combat.

 The controls are VERY cooperative and easy to use

i like it, you like it too.. Polandball Can into space!
Yuo Nevur tought it dit yuo?
yuo♥♥♥♥♥♥♥br>
<3. This was a solid experience, but could use some improvements. But as others have said, don't go into it expecting
"gameplay". You basically can roam around a couple environments, and interact with a few objects (i.e. fire cannons).

Positives:

-Great Graphics/Visuals

-Several Interesting and unexpected interactions

-Boobies

Negatives:

-Needs further optimization. i5 4690K and R9 390 were not enough to be completely judder free in all areas. Island was
especially bad.

-$10 seems steep for the lack of replay value

-Controls could be improved, and maybe add a pause menu with controls listed.. Do I recommend this DLC? If it's on sale, but
if you like the characters it includes, buy it. This DLC includes my favourite Hero, that is Hawkeye, Classic Hawkeye. While
the others are really good, Dark Phoenix is the one that has the best abilities.. the worst of the series
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quot;Combat was nothing more than shooting a pistol at glitchy zombies that couldn’t decide whether they wanted to be 2D or
3D. They did have some level of pathing, although they continued to run into the fence in a vain hope that maybe they would
hack through and surprise me. What actually happened was they became easy targets."

Full Review[www.sliceofgaming.co.uk]

Edit: Updated URL. A fun little adventure platformer with a hilarious purple blob. Great variety in the levels, and you'll get a
good amount of gameplay out of it. Highly recommended.. Beautiful, immersive and interesting. Brilliant game 10/10.. no one
on line i buy this for 9$ not wrht it to buy.. Sweet sequel to AquaNox and Archymedian Dynasty. Abuses video cards for
breakfast, poor voiceover countered by sweet everything.. Music is amazing and the gameplay is enjoyable.. Great game, but
now the game is dead that I question why it is still on steam. No one plays anymore but I did play during when it was first
released and it was very enjoyable. DO NOT BUY UNTIL ALIVE. The only way for the devloper to save the game would be
putting the game out for free now, the entry bar was just way to high. $10 dollars to buy this game on a game that depends on
how many people enter? No thanks... So disappointed in what a great potential game it was but the devloper just given up on it
because the money was just not there.. This game is pure perfection. The only thing it needs is more tracks or a beatmap creator.
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